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ABSTRACT The fusion of lipid bilayers is studied with dissipative particle dynamics simulations. First, to achieve control over
membrane properties, the effects of individual simulation parameters are studied and optimized. Then, a large number of fusion
events for a vesicle and a planar bilayer are simulated using the optimized parameter set. In the observed fusion pathway, config-
urations of individual lipids play an important role. Fusion starts with individual lipids assuming a splayed tail configuration with
one tail inserted in each membrane. To determine the corresponding energy barrier, we measure the average work for interbi-
layer flips of a lipid tail, i.e., the average work to displace one lipid tail from one bilayer to the other. This energy barrier is found to
depend strongly on a certain dissipative particle dynamics parameter, and, thus, can be adjusted in the simulations. Overall,
three subprocesses have been identified in the fusion pathway. Their energy barriers are estimated to lie in the range
8–15 kBT. The fusion probability is found to possess a maximum at intermediate tension values. As one decreases the tension,
the fusion probability seems to vanish before the tensionless membrane state is attained. This would imply that the tension has to
exceed a certain threshold value to induce fusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Fusion of biological membranes is an essential process in

many areas of cell biology, ranging from vesicular trafficking

and synaptic transmission to cell-cell fusion or viral fusion.

Biological membranes are complex systems composed of

many different lipids and proteins. For a better understanding

of the fundamental processes involved, lipid vesicles are often

used as simplified model systems (1). Even in the absence of

proteins, such model membranes can be induced to fuse

experimentally by a variety of methods.

For a fusion pore to form, drastic topological rearrange-

ment of the two membranes and a destruction of their bilayer

structure is necessary at least locally. On the other hand, lipid

bilayer membranes in water are very stable structures that do

not easily form holes. This makes the fusion process and its

energetics an interesting problem, which has received much

attention in recent years.

The initial fusion pore is believed to be a necklike connec-

tion with an initial size of ~10 nm. The corresponding time-

scale has not been directly measured, but both patch-clamp

methods applied to synaptic membranes (2) and ultrafast

optical microscopy of giant vesicles (3) suggest that the

fusion pore can be formed in <100 ms. Since it is currently

not possible to resolve these length- and timescales experi-

mentally, theoretical or computational models are employed

to gain insight into the process of fusion pore formation.

Theoretical descriptions are based on elastic theories for

membrane sheets, which postulate intermediate configura-

tions and try to find the lowest energy transition states.

However, these lowest energy states usually correspond to
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relatively high-energy barriers. Despite modifications of

the assumed intermediates to lower the energy barriers, these

barriers are still estimated to be ~40 kBT.

Computer simulations such as Brownian dynamics (4),

Monte Carlo simulations (5), coarse-grained molecular

dynamics (MD) (6–8), dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)

(9,10), and atomistic MD (11,12), on the other hand, give

a molecular picture of the process and are not restricted

with respect to the structure of intermediate configurations.

These simulation studies observe different fusion pathways

and highlight the importance of lipid conformations in the

process, but they do not usually allow us to measure the

energy barriers between states. One exception is a Markovian

state model based on coarse-grained MD (13,14) that has

managed to deduce the energy difference between the initial

state and several intermediates from the transition rates.

In this study, DPD simulations have been used to probe

the statistics of many fusion attempts, while still being able

to simulate the relevant length- and timescales. From the

statistics of the fusion time in combination with separate

simulations of enforced interbilayer flips, in which one tail

of a lipid molecule is moved from one bilayer to the other

leading to a splayed conformation of this lipid, the energy

barriers for the fusion observed in these simulations could

be estimated as already outlined in Grafmüller et al. (15).

We focus on the presumably simplest way to induce lipid

bilayer fusion, i.e., via a global membrane tension, which is

coupled to hydrodynamics and can be directly controlled in

MD (16) and DPD (9,17) simulations with explicit water.

The experimentally observed frequency of fusion events

increases with osmotic inflation of the vesicles (18), which

indicates that the energy barriers for fusion can be reduced

by increasing the membrane tension. The simulations
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reported here attempt to elucidate the fusion pathway of this

mechanism and its dependence on specific lipid properties as

well as the membrane tension, and to reveal the energy

barriers between the intermediate states. Unlike experimental

suggestions, previous DPD simulations (9) did not indicate

any tension-dependent energy barriers. However, as shown

in this article, membranes built from the parameter set used

in Shillcock and Lipowsky (9) are characterized by fast

exchange of lipids between adhering membranes. Investiga-

tion of the effects of individual parameters on the membrane

properties have allowed us to carefully adjust the simulation

parameters to 1), obtain bilayers with improved stretching

behavior; and 2), create bilayers that exhibit an energy

barrier to those interbilayer exchange of lipids. In the

following, we report a systematic variation of the simulation

parameters and discuss the fusion pathway for the chosen

parameter set with all intermediate states. In particular, one

of the simulation parameters that determines the energy

barrier of a relevant subprocess for fusion can be identified

and thus can be tuned by comparison with available data

on this barrier.

Our fusion geometry consists of a vesicle with a diameter

of 14 or 28 nm in contact with a planar bilayer. To obtain

sufficient statistics, the time evolution of >160 fusion

attempts of a vesicle to a planar bilayer patch is monitored.

In those simulations, the initial projected area per molecule,

A, is varied systematically and serves as a control parameter.

Since we study tension-induced fusion of membranes and

vesicles, a few general remarks about membrane tension are

appropriate. At first sight, membrane tension seems to be

analogous to the interfacial tension between two fluid

phases. The latter tension can be defined in two ways:

1. Thermodynamically, via an expansion of the system’s

free energy in powers of the system size.

2. Mechanically, via the work expended to increase the area

of the interface. This work can be expressed in terms of

the pressure or stress tensor of the fluid system.

FIGURE 1 A coarse-grained model dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine

(DMPC) with a H3(C4)2 architecture consisting of three head (H) beads

and two hydrocarbon chains each consisting of chain (C) beads. Each chain

bead C represents 3.5 CH2 groups. Consecutive beads are connected by

springs of unstretched length l0. The hydrophobic chains are stiffened by

a three-body potential constraining the angle j between two consecutive

bonds.
Both definitions turn out to be equivalent even though this

equivalence is far from obvious (see, e.g., (19)).

Compared to interfaces, membranes have more configura-

tional freedom. Indeed, in contrast to interfaces, membranes

consist of thin molecular bilayers that can form unilamellar

or multilamellar vesicles and a variety of thermodynamic

phases. Furthermore, a single membrane can rupture, fold

back on itself, or undergo other types of morphological tran-

sitions. In fact, a sufficiently large membrane segment that is

stretched and, thus, under mechanical tension can always

lower its free energy by rupture or poration. Therefore, a ther-

modynamic definition of membrane tension, which neces-

sarily involves the limit of large membrane area, is beset

with conceptual difficulties. On the other hand, the mechan-

ical definition of tension via the stress tensor can also be

applied to relatively small membrane segments as studied

in computer simulations (16). Thus, when we use the term

‘‘membrane tension,’’ we always mean the mechanically

defined tension.

The article is organized as follows. In Methods, the simu-

lation method and the model systems are summarized. Then

follows a description of the material properties of the simu-

lated membranes, which emphasizes the improved stretching

behavior of the membranes and introduces a simplified

implementation of the tension measurements. The depen-

dence of these properties and the stretching behavior on

the individual simulation parameters is discussed in Param-

eter Dependence of Bilayer Equilibrium Properties. Two

other subsections, The Fusion Pathway, and Other Pathways

and Fusion Statistics, give a detailed description of possible

time evolutions and outcomes. The intermediate stages of the

fusion process are analyzed in detail and the statistics of

these are discussed. Finally, in Fusion Statistics and Energy

Barriers, the fusion time distributions and their tension

dependence are analyzed to estimate the tension-dependent

energy barriers of the fusion pathway.

METHODS

Simulation method and parameters

Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a coarse-grained, particle-based

simulation technique that explicitly includes water and reproduces hydrody-

namic behavior (20,21). The DPD particles or beads represent small

volumes of fluid rather than single atoms so that their interactions are softly

repulsive and short-ranged (see Supporting Material, Data S1, for details).

All interaction potentials have the same range r0, but their amplitudes

aij differ for different bead species. Both self-assembly and phase behavior

of lipids have been reproduced with DPD (17,22,23).

The systems considered here are built up from three bead species: lipid

head (H), lipid chain (C), and water (W) beads. The more complex architec-

ture of the lipid molecules is constructed by connecting adjacent beads with

spring potentials. In addition, the hydrocarbon chains are stiffened by

a bending potential for two consecutive bonds.

The model lipids have a headgroup consisting of three H beads and two

hydrophobic tails, each of which is made up from four C beads (shown in

Fig. 1). This architecture was introduced in the context of molecular dynamics

simulations (16) and also used in previous DPD simulations (9,17).

Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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In general, the simulation parameters are chosen to reproduce the

mesoscopic behavior of the system. Thus, the overlap and interaction

strength of the water beads used here reproduce the compressibility and

density fluctuations of water. The remaining force amplitudes aij are fine-

tuned to match the properties of lipid bilayers, by carefully determining

the effects of changes to each parameter on the bilayer properties. There

are some important constraints for a reasonable bilayer model such as

a well-defined bilayer structure without interdigitation of the two mono-

layers, lateral fluidity, and bending flexibility. In addition, there are inherent

limits to the range of reasonable values of aij (24). Our choice of the force

parameters also reproduces the bilayer thickness relative to the molecular

area A/N, the area expansion modulus and, in addition, a reasonable barrier

against lipid exchange between contacting bilayers.

This strategy to obtain the simulation parameters by adjusting them to

yield the correct mesoscopic behavior is rather similar to the one used to

obtain appropriate interaction parameters in atomistic simulations. Atomistic

force fields must also be optimized for different situations to reproduce

experimental results, as demonstrated, e.g., by the large number of atomistic

water models (see (25)).

As the simulated membranes in our model are relatively thin compared to

the area per molecule, dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), which is

a common, membrane-forming lipid with a comparatively short chain length

of C14, is used as reference molecule for comparisons with experimental

data. To represent DMPC, one tail bead must correspond to 3.5 CH2 groups.

The DPD simulations reported here use the set of force amplitudes aij as

given in Table 1 (b). These represent an improved set compared to those in

Table 1 (a) used in previous simulations (9,17). The tail chains have a bending

stiffness k3¼ 15 compared to k3¼ 20 used before, but all other parameters are

the same as in Shillcock and Lipowsky (9). The new set of force amplitudes

improves the properties of the resulting membranes in two respects: 1), in their

overall stretching behavior (see Stretching Behavior, below); and 2), in the

stability of two adhering membranes against lipid exchange between those

membranes. The previous parameter set in Table 1 (a) shows no observable

energy barrier to interbilayer exchange of lipids in adhering bilayers, making

this state highly unstable. Lipid exchange begins immediately and the two

bilayers intermix. This does not reflect a realistic situation, as hydration of

the lipid headgroups will present a considerable barrier for the hydrophobic

tails and have a stabilizing effect on adhesion. Note that all interaction

strengths aij satisfy aij R 10, ensuring correct diffusive behavior (24).

The large value of the chain-water interaction, aCW¼ 75, was kept from the

original parameter set. It leads to the strong effective adhesion between

membranes that come into close proximity. Presumably, it will also lead to a rela-

tively large hydration energy of the lipids. However, since the fusion pathway

discussed below does not involve direct contact of chain and water beads, this

overestimation of the hydration energy is not expected to change the results.

The head-tail interaction, aHT, is optimized to reproduce the energy barrier

presented by the hydrated headgroups against interbilayer flips. On the other

hand, this interaction is not optimized with respect to flip-flops within one

bilayer, which occur more frequently than in experimental membranes. In

simulations of a single bilayer containing 1640 lipids, 12 flip-flops from

TABLE 1 Values of aij

aij j¼H j¼C j¼W

(a) i ¼ H 25 50 35

i ¼ C 50 25 75

i ¼W 35 75 25

(b) i ¼ H 30 35 30

i ¼ C 35 10 75

i ¼W 30 75 25

(a) Old parameter set for the conservative force in DPD. All aii values are

chosen to reproduce the compressibility of water. (b) New parameter set

as used here. All values of aij satisfy aij R 10 to ensure correct diffusive

behavior (24).
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one monolayer to the other are observed within 1 ms. This would correspond

to an average dwell time of 0.1 ms of a lipid in one monolayer. This is faster

than observed experimentally, where the dwell time is ~1 h (26,27).

Another set of force parameters has been used in Gao et al. (28). The latter

set uses different force amplitudes aij 1), for pairs of C beads that belong to

the same or to different chains; and 2), for the end beads Ce of the chains,

which leads to even more parameters that need to be adjusted. In contrast,

for the parameter set used here, all pairs of C beads are governed by the

same force amplitudes as given in Table 1 (b). In Gao et al. (28), the repul-

sion between different tail chains is much smaller than between the beads

along one chain, which introduces an effective attraction between tail chains.

The resulting bilayers are much stiffer than those in our model and the tail

chains are much more ordered and aligned. This leads to a different fusion

pathway as discussed at the end of Energy Barrier for Interbilayer Flips.

Implementation of the stress tensor

The calculation of the mechanical membrane tension S in the simulations is

based on the macroscopic stress tensor Sab. From its components, the stress

profile s(z) ¼ 0.5(Sxx þ Syy) � Szz can be calculated with the method intro-

duced by Schofield and Henderson (29) and extended to m-body potentials

by Goetz and Lipowsky (16). The membrane tension S is the z integral over

the stress profile s(z).

To obtain the stress profile s(z) in a simulation, the simulation box is

subdivided into thin slices and the slice integration is expressed by multi-

plying the expressions with two Heaviside step functions as described in

Goetz and Lipowsky (16). The membrane tension, on the other hand,

depends only on the z-integrated components of this averaged stress tensor.

It can therefore be calculated by directly integrating the components of the

stress tensor in the z direction. This integration avoids the use of step func-

tions and leads to expressions that are easy to implement.

In the calculations, the contributions to the microscopic stress tensor

sab are separated into contributions from interaction clusters of size m,

i.e., into two-body, three-body, etc., interactions with corresponding interac-

tion potentials U(2), U(3) etc., as described in Data S2. For the model consid-

ered here, only two-body interactions from the conservative interaction and

the bond potentials between two beads, and three-body interactions from the

bond-pair potentials, contribute to the stress tensor Sab. The z-integrated

contributions from the two-body interactions, I2
ab, and from the three-

body interactions, I3
ab, are given by

Iab
2 ¼

1
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k
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where Ljj is the lateral size of the membrane and the superscripts a and b can

take the values x, y, or z, and specify the respective vector components. The

sum over hji is over all m clusters, in this case over all triplets, and hk, li
denotes all particle pairs within the cluster with positions rjk and rjl , so

that rjk jl is the vector connecting the two particles.

These expressions correspond to the generalized second and third virials.

The sum over the contributions from I2
ab and I3

ab give the ab-components

of the z-integrated total stress tensor. Using a ¼ b ¼ x and a ¼ b ¼ z, the

tangential components of the macroscopic stress tensor, Sxx ¼ (I2
xx þ I3

xx)

and Syy ¼ I2
yy þ I3

yy, and the normal component Szz ¼ (I2
zz þ I3

zz), which

define the membrane tension, are found. As the membrane is fluid, all

components with a s b should vanish. This is fulfilled in the simulations
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within �0.002 kBT/r0
3. The tension calculated from this direct integration is

plotted in Fig. 2, together with the tension calculated from the detailed stress

profile. Clearly, the two methods give the same result.

Rescaled parameters in dissipative particle
dynamics

The bead diameter r0 and bead mass m0 represent natural units of length and

mass in the simulation. Energies are measured in units of kBT. The basic unit

of time constructed from these quantities is t ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

0 m0=kBT
p

. It is conve-

nient for the analysis of the simulation results to introduce dimensionless

quantities, which will be indicated by a bar. Thus, we define the dimension-

less area per molecule A h A/r2
0 and the dimensionless tension S h Sr2

0/kBT

with corresponding compressibility modulus KA h KAr2
0/kBT.

To obtain physical units, the length- and timescale r0 and t of the system

must be chosen in an appropriate manner from characteristic properties of

the system. For studies of fluid membranes, the area per molecule A of

a tension-free bilayer and the diffusion coefficient Djj for lateral diffusion

of lipids in the bilayer provide natural length- and timescales. The area

per molecule in the simulations is 1.25 r0
2, whereas the experimentally

measured value is 0.596 nm2 (30), so that the basic length scale is r0 ¼
0.69 nm. The in-plane diffusion coefficient of DMPC is Djj ¼ 5 mm2/s

(31). In the simulations, the in-plane diffusion coefficient of the lipids is

Djj ¼ 0.016r0
2/t. Thus, for the correct diffusive behavior, a mapping of

t¼ 1.6 ns is required. Accordingly, a Dt¼ 0.02 t timestep in the simulations

corresponds to Dt ¼ 0.0314 ns.

The simulated systems

All simulations are done in the NVT ensemble with a density r ¼ 3/r0
3.

The choice of NVT or NPT depends on the system that is simulated. If the

membranes represent a small piece of a much larger membrane, a small

fusion site with a vesicle will have little effect on the membrane tension

and NPT would be an appropriate ensemble. For two membranes of roughly

the same size, a pore or fusion site will reduce the membrane tension consid-

FIGURE 2 Bilayer tension S as a function of area per molecule A calcu-

lated from the stress profile s(z) for the old DPD parameter set (9,17)

(circles) and the new parameter set with improved stretching behavior

(diamonds). For the new parameter set, S has also been measured by direct

z integration of the microscopic stress tensor (crosses). Error bars represent

the standard error. The two methods are found to yield the same results. The

two parameter sets are given in Table 1.
erably and the effects are better represented by an NVT ensemble. The

membranes in our simulations reach experimentally feasible sizes and the

NVT ensemble has the advantage that the results are comparable to simula-

tions of two fusing vesicles with the same diameter, which behave very

similar to the fusion to a planar bilayer described here.

In this ensemble, the projected membrane area remains constant, whereas

the bilayer tension fluctuates around its average value. The standard devia-

tion of the tension values decreases strongly with increasing system size Ljj
up to Ljjx 30 r0, and then seems to approach a constant value (see Support-

ing Material, Fig. S1).

In this study, four types of simulations have been performed (see Data S3):

1. A random mixture of lipids and solvent to test whether the lipids self-

assemble to a bilayer structure.

2. A preassembled planar bilayer for characterization of the membrane

properties.

3. A vesicle in close proximity to a planar bilayer patch to observe fusion.

4. Two adhering planar bilayers, which are used to measure the average

work required to enforce the flipping of one-lipid tails from one bilayer

to the other.

Bilayers and vesicles are assembled with a prescribed area per molecule,

A. The planar bilayer is built up from 6700 to 8300 lipid molecules, the

28-nm vesicle from 6800 to 7500 lipids, and the 14-nm vesicle from 1400

to 1600 lipids. The membranes are equilibrated with a smaller timestep of

Dt ¼ 0.005 t for 10 ns. For fusion simulations, a vesicle is placed in close

proximity to a planar bilayer patch, separated by a thin layer of water beads.

The thickness of this initial water layer is ~1.5 nm. For such a separation, the

two membranes usually come into contact by diffusion within <150 ns.

No external forces are applied to bring the membranes into contact. Those

simulations for which the vesicle diffuses away from the planar bilayer

are discarded.

Fusion is induced by applying a lateral tension to the planar bilayer. This

is achieved by increasing the value of A, which is directly related to the

bilayer tension. Most fusion simulations have been done for two different

vesicle diameters, 20 r0 and 40 r0, corresponding to ~14 and 28 nm, respec-

tively, in a simulation box with an area of (72 r0)2 x (50 nm)2, and a height

of 52 r0 and 72 r0 for the 20 r0 and the 40 r0 vesicle, respectively. Additional

simulations of a vesicle with diameter 20 r0 in a smaller box of (36 r0)3 were

performed to further explore the observed dependence of the results on the

vesicle size. To obtain relevant fusion statistics, >160 fusion simulations

have been monitored. For each data point corresponding to a particular value

of the control parameter, an average over at least 18 independent simulations

is taken.

To measure the flipping energy, the average work required for an interbi-

layer flip, a single lipid from the lower bilayer, is selected and a slowly

moving, external harmonic potential is applied to one of its tail beads as

in Fig. 3 a. The potential starts centered on the bead’s z coordinate and

moves slowly toward the other bilayer at a constant speed of 0.009 nm/ns,

until the tail has flipped into the other bilayer and the lipid has assumed

a splayed conformation as in Fig. 3 b. At each timestep, both the displace-

ment of the bead from its original position, zbead, and the spring force

required to hold it at that position, are recorded.

To simulate quasistatic pulling, the motion has to be sufficiently slow. The

appropriate velocity can be determined from simulations pulling a lipid

through the flat energy landscape of a uniform solvent. Fast pulling leads

to a nonzero spring force, caused by the friction of the surrounding fluid.

The friction coefficient found in these simulations is ~2 � 10�10 ns/m. At

sufficiently low pulling speeds, the average position of the bead is always

close to the position of the harmonic potential.

Unlike steered MD simulations that usually pull along a given direction

vector, which can introduce a bias if the system cannot adapt its orientation

on the MD timescale, in our simulations the potential is applied only to the

z coordinate of the bead, which is free to move in the xy plane. Furthermore,

the low pulling speed and small size of the molecule make it unlikely that the

direction will bias the resulting work, as molecules can easily adapt.
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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FIGURE 3 Simulations enforcing interbilayer flips of

lipid tails are used to measure the energy barrier DEa for

interbilayer flips. (a) From two adhering bilayers (head

beads are blue/green, tail beads are omitted for clarity),

a single lipid is selected (several red and one yellow tail

beads), and a slowly moving external harmonic force F

applied to one of its tail beads (yellow), until the tail has

flipped to the other bilayer, so that the lipid has assumed

a splayed configuration with one tail inserted in each

bilayer as shown in panel c. (b) The energy landscape Ea

for the bead is sketched as a function of the displacement

z of the yellow bead. It has a high barrier in the center cor-

responding to the repulsive headgroups and increases to the

sides reflecting displacement of the headgroup into the

hydrophobic region.
The simulation code used for these simulations has been developed and

tested by our group. More information about this simulation code may be

obtained from the authors. Simulations were run on single processors (Intel

Xenon 3.6 GHz), and needed ~7 days/ms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Material properties of the simulated bilayers

Simulations starting from a random mixture of lipids and

solvent show that the molecules with a H3(C4)2 architecture,

as shown in Fig. 1, and the interaction parameter set in

Table 1 (b), self-assemble into bilayer vesicles (Fig. S2).

With the length and timescale of the system determined

from the area per molecule A of the tension-free bilayer

and in-plane diffusion coefficient Djj, other equilibrium

properties of the bilayer can be measured and compared to

experimental findings.

The density profiles of the individual components show

that the lipids form proper bilayer structures with water

completely excluded from the interior and with the head

beads accumulated at the interface between hydrophobic

tails and water (Fig. S3). The two monolayers are well sepa-

rated and there is no interdigitation. The weak repulsion

aCC ¼ 10 leads to relatively narrow bilayers with a high

density of the hydrophobic core. As a consequence, when

mapping the amphiphiles to real molecules, a lower mass

is associated with the tail beads as demonstrated by Ortiz

et al. (32). When the bilayers are stretched, the volume per

lipid remains approximately constant, as is observed experi-

mentally for the incompressible hydrocarbon chains.

Stretching behavior

In the fusion simulations, fusion is induced by controlling the

area per molecule in the bilayers, which effectively puts the

membranes under tension. To study tension-dependent
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
behavior, a knowledge of how the tension S, in the bilayer

depends on the molecular area is required.

The stress profile across the membrane has similar charac-

teristics to those found in other coarse-grained simulations

(16,17), with positive peaks from interactions with water at

the lipid-solvent interface and negative contributions from

the bond and bond-angle potentials in the bilayer center

(see Fig. S4).

The membrane tension S is the z integral over the stress

profile s(z). To find the dependence of S on the molecular

area, a series of simulations at different values of A is per-

formed. Fig. 2 shows the membrane tension S as a function

of the area per molecule A for the parameter set introduced

here in comparison to the previously used set. The compar-

ison shows that whereas the area per molecule of the tension-

less state is the same (A0 ¼ 1.25) in both cases, the stretching

behavior of the two membranes is rather different. The old

parameter set leads to very stable membranes, whose area

per molecule can be increased by ~60% without rupturing

the membrane within a few microseconds. The dimension-

less tension S h Sr2
0/kBT is a nonlinear function of this

molecular area, increasing steeply from the tensionless state

but then growing much more slowly. Experimental studies

of large vesicles show that these cannot sustain extensions

of >3–5% for lipid vesicles (33) and ~20% for polymer-

somes (34). The new parameter set reduces the stretchability

of the simulated membrane to ~20% and leads to an essen-

tially linear relation between tension S and molecular area

A, as is also observed experimentally. The very large stretch-

ability is a common property of simulated bilayers and

should be attributed to the small length- and timescales.

For example, at the limit of metastability for the tense planar

membrane, corresponding to the maximum tension value in

Fig. 2, the bilayer remains stable over the 1.5-ms simulation

performed to obtain this data, whereas a pore forms in
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a longer simulation of 9 ms. In addition, this stability limit for

the stretched membrane should also depend on the box size.

In Tolpekina et al. (35), the free energies of a stretched and

a porated membrane, both with the same base area and

containing the same number of molecules, have been

compared. The analysis leads to a stability limit of the

porated membrane, and a coexistence point for the two

states. The corresponding stretch ðA� A0Þ=A0 scales as

Ljj
�2/3 with the linear size Ljj of the base area. The stability

limit of the stretched membrane, on the other hand, lies at

infinite stretch. If we assumed that these scaling laws can

also be applied to the rupture of a membrane, a 100-mm2

DPD membrane would only be stretchable by 0.7%.

The linear relation between S and A implies that the

molecular area, which is used as a control parameter, can

easily be converted to membrane tension to describe

tension-dependent processes. The area compressibility

modulus KA is given by the slope of the tension as a function

of A at the tensionless state with A0. The corresponding

dimensionless modulus KA h KAr2
0/kBT can be deduced

directly from the plot in Fig. 2 and has the value KA ¼
22.75. Converted back to physical units, this leads to a value

of 200 dyn/cm, which is slightly lower, but of the same order

of magnitude as the experimentally measured values for

phospholipids, which range from 234 dyn/cm for DMPC

to 265 dyn/cm for DOPC (30). Thus, the agreement with

experiment is greatly improved compared to the previous

DPD parameter set, which leads to KA ¼ 700–1000 dyn/cm.

Parameter dependence of bilayer equilibrium
properties

To improve the macroscopic properties of the simulated bila-

yers, the various DPD parameters have been varied system-

atically. In this study, the stretching behavior, i.e., the

membrane tension S as a function of molecular area A, is

of particular interest, because membrane tension is used to

induce fusion.

FIGURE 4 Membrane tension S as a function of molecular area A for

three different chain lengths of 3, 4, and 5 per tail chain, in the old (a)

and new (b) parameter set. There is no state with zero tension for bilayers

formed from lipids with three beads per chain in the old parameter set (a),

since at low A values the bilayer structure is not stable.
Here we give a brief overview of the effects of different

parameter changes. Their effects on the membrane’s stretch-

ing behavior are summarized in Fig. S5(a).

Changing the relative magnitudes of the head-head and

tail-tail force amplitudes, aHH and aCC, changes the effective

size of the headgroups or tail chains, respectively, and alters

their compressibility and thus magnitudes in the density

profile: lower aii values lead to higher densities and vice

versa. If the values become too large or too small the spon-

taneous curvature of the monolayers becomes too large and

the bilayer state becomes unstable. These effective size

changes of the beads also affect the membrane stretching

behavior. Larger headgroups, corresponding to larger aHH

values, shield the hydrophobic tails more effectively from

water, so that the bilayer becomes more stable. The func-

tional dependence of membrane tension S on molecular

area becomes approximately linear and the molecular area

of the tension-free bilayer increases, as the larger headgroups

need more space. Smaller values of aCC, on the other hand,

corresponding to smaller, more compressible tail chains,

decrease the membrane stretchability and also lead to more

linear tension curves. In the final parameter set of Table 1

(b), the combination of the relatively strong head-bead

interactions and the closer packing of the chains due to their

reduced repulsion, generate a monolayer curvature that facil-

itates lipid rearrangements to cover the rim of a forming pore.

The tail-water force amplitude aCW represents the hydro-

phobic effect. It has to be strong enough to drive self-

assembly, but otherwise has little effect on the tension’s

dependence on the molecular area. A slight increase in the

values of S appears as the tail-water contributions to the

stress profile increase, but this effect is small if the hydro-

phobic region is well shielded by the headgroups.

The effect of chain length on the membrane properties has

been subject to both experimental and simulation studies

(17,34,36,37). The simulation studies have found that with

longer tails, the packing of lipids becomes denser and that

both the area stretch modulus KA and the tensionless value

of the reduced molecular area A depend sensitively on the

chain length. The experiments, on the other hand, found

that the area stretch modulus is independent of chain length

over a wide range (from 13 to 22 carbons/chain). The simu-

lations performed here in the context of the parameter

optimization show that the chain-length dependence of the

bilayer behavior varies with the parameter set used in the

simulations. Fig. 4, a and b, shows the membrane tension

S as a function of reduced molecular area A for lipids with

different chain lengths for the two parameter sets in Table 1,

(a) and (b). In both cases, the stability of the tense membrane

increases with chain length. However, in the original

parameter set (Table 1 (a)), the bump in the tension curve

becomes more pronounced as the chain length increases,

dividing the stretching process into two regimes with

a high and a low tension gradient. At the same time, the

compressibility modulus KA increases with chain-length.
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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For the new parameter set used here as given in Table 1 (b),

the curves also start to show a slight deviation from the linear

dependence. In contrast to the original parameter set, the

compressibility modulus now decreases slightly with

chain-length. However, both effects are much less

pronounced than in the original case, with a deviation in

the compressibility modulus KA of ~1% for an increase in

chain length from three to five beads.

Finally, the parameter ratio aHC/aCC, also plays an impor-

tant role. This ratio represents a measure of how strongly

headgroups and hydrocarbon chains repel each other. The

old parameter set is characterized by aHC/aCC ¼ 2, which

does not suffice to stabilize two adhering bilayers. In the latter

situation, a relatively large number of lipid tails starts

immediately to undergo interbilayer flips, leading to a strongly

perturbed adhesion zone on the timescale of 1 ms. If the ratio

aHC/aCC is increased, interbilayer flips become noticeably

slower. For the larger ratio of aHC/aCC ¼ 3.5 as used here,

the barrier for interbilayer flips is measured to be ~8 kBT.

The fusion pathway

To shed light on the molecular mechanism of membrane

fusion, >160 DPD simulations of fusion attempts between

a vesicle and a tense planar bilayer patch have been moni-

tored. Successful fusion attempts in these simulations all

involve the same sequence of events. Here we present

a detailed description of the observed fusion mechanism.

The simulations start with the vesicle in close proximity to

the planar bilayer. The evolution of the system is monitored

from the first contact between vesicle and planar bilayer until

the fusion pore has opened. If fusion has not occurred within

20 ms, the attempt is counted as unsuccessful.

Fig. 5 shows snapshots of the development of one success-

ful fusion event between a planar bilayer (red heads/green
tails) and a vesicle (orange heads, yellow tails) with a diameter

of 30 nm. The system is shown from two perspectives, where

the z axis is taken to be normal to the planar bilayer: cross

sections viewed from the side and cuts through the planar

membrane, viewed from above. For the top views, the cuts

are performed through the midplane of the planar membrane.

In these top views, all the green tail beads, which originally

belonged to the planar membrane, are made transparent. In

the upper top views, one sees the appearance of the yellow

tail beads that enter the planar membrane by interbilayer flips

from the vesicle. In the lower top views, the yellow tail beads

are transparent as well, revealing the orange head beads of the

vesicle lipids. The white areas in the lower top views corre-

spond to hydrophobic regions containing only tail beads. A

few water particles can be seen outside the vesicle. These

have leaked through the membrane during the initial equili-

bration period, where the lipids are linear and arranged on

a lattice. There is no leakage at later times.

Upon first contact, the vesicle adheres to the planar

membrane patch. The contact area grows and the vesicle
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
membrane spreads onto the planar membrane, forming

a relatively sharp contact angle at the contact line, i.e., the

boundary of the contact area. As the contact area grows, lipid

tails start to move from the vesicle into the planar bilayer.

These exchange processes or interbilayer flips take place

mainly at the contact line, see Fig. 5 b, because

1. There the vesicle membrane has a pronounced kink of

high curvature with increased strain and more strongly

compressed lipid tails, a situation that has been previously

discussed in another context (38).

2. The vesicle lipids are already tilted with respect to the

planar bilayer. Both effects tend to lower the energy

cost of interbilayer flips along the contact line.

The interbilayer flipping of the lipid tails disturbs the

local double-bilayer structure and leads to the formation of

a disordered membrane domain within the contact zone.

The hydrophobic tails moving through the headgroups bring

the hydrophobic centers of the two bilayers into direct contact.

This hydrophobic contact expands not radially symmetric, but

rather following the contact line, assuming a beanlike shape,

which can be seen as the open areas in Fig. 5 b.

Finally, within this disordered hydrophobic-contact

region, lipids reorder to form a small patch of a single, hemi-

fused bilayer with a diameter of a few nanometers. The hemi-

fused bilayer leads to a more favorable area per molecule and

thus reduces the bilayer tension. It expands for a short time

and finally ruptures at the rim to form the fusion pore. In

the example shown in Fig. 5, this takes place 1334 ns after

the onset of the process. All successful fusion events

observed in our simulations involve the same sequence of

membrane conformations described here.

In addition, several fusion events between two vesicles

with a diameter of 28 nm have been simulated. The fusion

of the two vesicles follows the same pathway as the fusion

between a vesicle and a planar membrane.

Adhesion and interbilayer flips

In our DPD simulations, the adhesion of bilayers arises

because of two effectively attractive interactions. First, the

repulsive interaction aWC between the water beads and the

chain beads is larger than the repulsive interaction aHC

between the head beads of one membrane and the chain

beads of another membrane. Therefore, the interaction

energy is reduced if the water beads adjacent to one

membrane are replaced by another membrane. Second, the

small water beads push the large membranes together by

depletion interactions of entropic origin (39).

Experimentally, the adhesion of DMPC membranes has

been somewhat controversial. Multilayer stacks of DMPC

membranes in excess water exhibit an equilibrium spacing

of ~2.8 nm (40). Such stacks have also been observed to

form spontaneously at the air-water interface (41). When two

DMPC membranes are immobilized on mica surfaces, their

adhesion energy W was estimated to be W x 0.1 mJ/m2 as
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FIGURE 5 Fusion of a vesicle with a diameter of 28 nm to a planar membrane with a projected area of (50 nm)2. The vesicle consists of 6869 lipids (orange

heads; yellow chains) while the planar membrane contains 6911 lipids (red heads; green chains). The water beads originally inside the vesicle are blue, those

outside are not shown for clarity. Six snapshots illustrating the development of the fusion event from 78.5 ns after the first contact until opening of the fusion

pore after 1334 ns. For each time, the system is shown from two perspectives: cross sections cut through the center of the vesicle viewed from the side, and two

cross sections through the midplane of the planar membrane, as indicated by the arrows in panel a viewed from above. In the upper top views, the green hydro-

phobic beads from the planar bilayer are made transparent, revealing the yellow hydrophobic chains of vesicle lipids that have flipped into the planar bilayer.

In the lower top views, all hydrophobic beads are set transparent, so that white areas in the headgroup plane indicate purely hydrophobic areas. Lipid tails start

to undergo interbilayer flips after 78.5 ns. The growth of the contact area enhances these at the contact line, indicated by the blue broken line in panel b, creating

a bean-shaped, disordered hydrophobic contact that nucleates into a hemifused diaphragm after 1177 ns.
deduced from surface force measurements (42). On the other

hand, the adhesion of DMPC vesicles as studied by micropi-

pette aspiration led to the smaller estimate W x 0.01 mJ/m2

(43). Furthermore, the group of Helfrich reported that large

DMPC membranes do not adhere in distilled water unless

they experience some tension (44).

These different observations can be reconciled by the

following theoretical considerations (45). The van der

Waals interaction between two planar membranes that

have the same lipid composition is always attractive as
follows from the general Lifshitz theory for these forces

(see, e.g., (46) and references therein). This van der Waals

interaction is, however, renormalized by the shape fluctua-

tions or undulations of the membranes provided the

membrane tension is sufficiently low (45,47). This effect

is stronger for larger membrane segments, since the number

of undulation modes is proportional to the membrane area.

Thus, for sufficiently large membrane segments, the undula-

tions can lead to a renormalized interaction that is purely

repulsive.
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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FIGURE 6 (a) Example of a vesicle that adheres to

a planar bilayer patch. Both the vesicle and the deformed

segment of the planar membrane are well fitted by spherical

caps, which define the two contact angles q1 and q2. (b) The

dependence of the adhesion energy density W on the differ-

ence ðA� A0Þ of the area per molecule from its tensionless

value. Each data point represents the average over data from

10 to 20 different snapshots. Error bars are mean�1 SD and

the solid line is the best linear fit.
In the surface force experiments, all membrane undula-

tions will be suppressed and one should, thus, measure the

bare van der Waals attraction not affected by undulations.

In the micropipette experiments, membrane undulations

are also suppressed but only down to a certain minimal

wavelength that depends on the applied tension (45). The

remaining fluctuations still act to reduce the effective van

der Waals attraction, which explains the smaller value of

the adhesion energy as estimated from the micropipette

experiments.

In the system considered here, membrane undulations are

suppressed for two different reasons. First, because of the

small size of the vesicles, the number of possible undulation

modes is rather limited even in the absence of tension.

Second, these remaining undulation modes are further

suppressed by the tension S. Therefore, the planar membrane

and the vesicle should exhibit an adhesion energy of

W x 0.1 mJ/m2 or 2.5� 10�2 kBT/nm2 at room temperature.

As shown in the following, the DPD membranes studied

here have an adhesion energy, which is rather similar

to this experimentally determined value even though the

DPD parameters were not optimized with respect to this

energy.

In our simulations, the system remains in the adhered state

for a long time if the initial membrane tension is relatively

small. The contact area grows until the system reaches

a mechanically stable state, in which the energy gain from

the effective adhesion energy density jWj is balanced by

the cost of deforming the membranes.

Because the membranes attain a relatively large tension

during the adhesion, the membrane shapes are tension domi-

nated and approach spherical caps. The contact curvature

radius Rco observed in the snapshots is small compared to

the linear size of the vesicle Rve. Thus, as Rco ¼ (kc/2jWj)
>> Rve, the bending energy is negligible and an effective

contact angle qeff can be defined as in Seifert and Lipowsky

(48). These simple system geometries can be mechanically

stable and thus yield estimates of further mechanical proper-

ties of the system from simulation snapshots.

A balance of the forces on the contact line in the directions

parallel and perpendicular to the planar bilayer leads to two

independent Neumann equations for the tensions in the
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
planar bilayer, Spl and the vesicle membrane, Sve (Data

S4), as given by

�
Spl þ Sve �

��W���cosðq1Þ þ Svecosðq2Þ � Spl ¼ 0�
Spl þ Sve �

��W���sinðq1Þ � Svesinðq2Þ ¼ 0
;

(3)

where q1 and q2 are the angles formed by the membrane

segments of the vesicle with the bilayer plane as sketched

in Fig. 6.

The geometry of the adhering membranes consists of three

membrane segments: two spherical cap regions for the vesicle

and the contact area, and a planar segment. For this geometry,

the area per lipid in the planar membrane can be calculated and

the corresponding tension Spl determined from the tension-

area plot in Fig. 2. If this tension value is inserted into the Neu-

mann equations (Eq. 3), these two equations can be solved for

jWj and Sve. In Fig. 6 b, the result for the average adhesion

energy jWj is displayed as a function of the initial molecular

area in the planar membrane. Inspection of this figure shows

that jWj is linearly related to A with the best fit given by��W�� r2
0=kBTx0:01 þ 6:012ðA� A0Þ: (4)

For A ¼ A0, the strength of the attractive interaction between

the membranes is thus ~2 � 10�2 kBT/nm2, which is of

the same order of magnitude as the values of the van der

Waals attraction between PC membranes obtained from

surface force apparatus measurements (see, e.g., (42)). The

tensionless molecular area of the vesicle is found to be

ðA0Þve x 1.05 r2
0. These estimates represent a lower bound

for jWj and A0, as, especially at low tensions, other factors

such as the bending energy may also contribute to the force

balance.

This mechanically stable adhered state is characterized by

a low rate of interbilayer flips. Fig. 7 a illustrates such inter-

bilayer flips at low tension. The two images are constructed

in the same way as the upper top views in Fig. 5: All beads of

the planar membrane except the head beads of the proximal

monolayer are made transparent. Thus one sees the appear-

ance of the yellow tail beads that enter the planar membrane

by interbilayer flips from the vesicle. Inspection of Fig. 7 a
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reveals that these interbilayer flips preferentially occur along

the circular contact line. In addition, this figure shows an

example for in-plane lipid diffusion, as indicated by the

green arrow: after both tails of a lipid molecule have under-

gone an interbilayer flip, the lipid molecule is free to diffuse

away from the contact area.

A closer look at individual interbilayer flips is shown in

Fig. 7 b, which displays a view inside the planar bilayer,

with its hydrophobic beads made transparent, so that one

can observe how the first vesicle lipid chain (yellow) moves

over into the planar bilayer core. In the vicinity of lipids in

this splayed tail conformation, the probability of further

interbilayer flips is somewhat increased.

A similar onset of fusion with splayed-tail lipids at the rim

of the contact area was also reported for other simulation

studies (7). In another case, splayed lipids bridge the gap

between the vesicles with a stalk forming around them (8).

FIGURE 7 The first interbilayer flips of the vesicle’s hydrophobic chains

(yellow) into the planar bilayer (head beads are red, chain beads not shown).

(a) Top view of the planar membrane, constructed in the same way as the

upper top views in Fig. 5. The hydrophobic chains and the upper monolayer

of the planar bilayer are transparent, revealing the yellow hydrophobic beads

of vesicle lipids that have flipped into the planar membrane. The rate of

interbilayer flips is low, so that the influence of the contact line (gray circle)

on the probability for interbilayer flips becomes clearly visible. The arrow

indicates a flipped lipid that has diffused away from the contact area. At

slow flipping rates this diffusion competes with the flipping. (b) Snapshots

of the center of the planar membrane. These snapshots show the details of

the first hydrophobic chains belonging to vesicle lipids (yellow) moving

into the planar bilayer. At first only one tail flips, so that the lipid assumes

a splayed conformation. Further lipids undergo the same transition in the

vicinity, presumably because the splayed lipid sufficiently disturbs the

bilayer structure. In the final snapshot, one lipid has flipped both of its tails

into the other bilayer.
Of course the splayed lipid conformation is a mechanism

that can only be observed in simulations using double-tailed

amphiphile models.

There is also some experimental support for a splayed tail

configuration at the onset of fusion, summarized in Kinnu-

nen and Holopainen (49). Furthermore, it has been argued

that the most likely effect of the fusion peptide hemagglu-

tinin is to promote intermembrane flips by dehydration and

structural disruption as peptides replace water molecules in

the hydration layers (1). Finally it is interesting that, although

mediated by fusion proteins, the fusion of vacuoles also takes

place at the edge of an extended contact area (50).

The fusion pathway described here provides a direct

connection between the onset of fusion and splayed lipid

conformations. The latter conformations are more likely to

occur for conelike lipids, i.e., for lipid molecules that

resemble truncated cones with a relatively small headgroup

and relatively bulky tails (sometimes called lipids with

‘‘negative spontaneous curvature’’). Indeed, when such

a conelike lipid is located in the proximal monolayer of the

membrane kink along the contact line, its tails are strongly

compressed, and the molecule can relax this mechanical

strain by flipping one tail into the proximal monolayer of

the other membrane. Therefore, according to our simulation

results, conelike lipids should enhance the fusion process

because their tails are more likely to undergo interbilayer

flips and these lipids are more likely to attain splayed confor-

mations. In this way, we provide a new interpretation to

experimental observations as reviewed in the literature

(51,52) that conelike lipids act to promote membrane fusion.

Hydrophobic contact-disorder at the contact line

Hydrophobic contact occurs if several vesicle lipids flip to

the planar bilayer simultaneously and in close proximity.

This strongly perturbs the local bilayer structure, where the

headgroups are forced apart and brings the hydrophobic

cores of the two bilayers into direct contact, so that the tail

chains intermix, as in the example in Fig. 8 a. The combined

width of the two membranes becomes thinner, since the two

intervening layers of headgroups are no longer present. Often

small groups of lipid heads remain at their original location,

i.e., between the two bilayers. As their tail chains rearrange

to form the hydrophobic contact, the headgroups become

trapped within this extended hydrophobic region, as they

cannot easily move across the hydrophobic material to either

side. These sometimes appear later in larger numbers in the

distal monolayer of the planar bilayer. Trapped headgroups

are also sometimes observed in atomistic simulations (12)

and some experimental studies (53,54) observe fast move-

ment of headgroups to the distal monolayer during fusion.

An example of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 8 b.

The hemifused diaphragm and formation of the fusion pore

After some time, a newly ordered hemifused bilayer forms

within the perturbed membrane region and expands until it
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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either ruptures or the area per molecule is sufficiently

relaxed. If fusion is successful, the size of the hemifused

patch usually does not exceed a couple of nanometers and

the time until rupture lies between 100 ns and 300 ns.

However, as the hemifused patch expands, the membranes

gain additional area and the tension relaxes. Therefore,

beyond a certain size hemifusion is stable on the timescale

of the simulations. In that case, the expansion of the hemi-

fused area continues either until the tension is balanced or

until it spans the entire contact area, in which case some

tension may remain.

This extended hemifused state is often accompanied by

some leakage of solvent beads through small transient pores

that form at the contact line (as seen in Fig. 9). The formation

of such pores indicates that their line tension is strongly

reduced, and confirms that the fusion pore or neck forms at

the rim of the hemifused patch. Via these pores, mismatched

values of A in the inner and outer monolayer can also be

equilibrated.

A geometric analysis similar to that of the adhered state

gives an estimate of the net area per molecule (Data S4). In

the cases where the hemifused patch covers only part of the

contact area these estimates are very close to the value of A
for which the membrane is relaxed. If the contact area is

completely hemifused, the tension in all three membrane

segments should be balanced. Thus if the tension is not elim-

inated, the three contact angles should be equal, unless there is

a line tension to reduce the length of the three membrane junc-

tion line. A study of snapshots of such hemifused systems,

where some membrane tension remains, shows that, in fact,

the internal angle of the vesicle is larger. This leads to an esti-

mate of ~2 kBT/r0 for the line tension, as explained in Data S4.

Other pathways and fusion statistics

As the (meta) stable adhesion and hemifusion show, fusion is

not the only mechanism of relaxing the tension. Alterna-

FIGURE 8 (a) Side view: an example of the disordered domain at the

contact line. The hydrophobic material of the two bilayers (green/yellow)

is no longer separated by a headgroup layer (red/orange) and has mixed.

Several orange head beads are trapped in the center of this region. (b)

Top view onto the planar bilayer patch. A small region of head beads

from vesicle lipids (orange) appears between the planar bilayer lipids

(red), indicating a region where several lipids from the vesicle have moved

across the planar bilayer.
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tively, tense membranes can rupture or, at low A, simulations

may still remain in adhesion or hemifusion after 20 ms. Unlike

adhesion and hemifusion, bilayer rupture implies a definite

failure of the fusion process. For tensions close to the rupture

point A ¼ 1:6, bilayer rupture can easily be induced by the

area increase due to the deformations caused by the adhering

vesicle. This process competes with the fusion process and

may thus happen before fusion takes place.

Comparison of the two vesicle sizes shows that 1), the

small vesicle can fuse at lower values of A than the larger

one; and 2), at low tensions, the large vesicle remains in

the adhered state, whereas the small vesicle typically hemi-

fuses. These differences are related to the relative size of

the two membranes. To have a similar effect on the tension

of the planar bilayer, the smaller vesicle has to be more

strongly perturbed. Using the adhesion strength obtained

from the spherical fits and solving the force balance for

stable adhesion, Eq. 3, for the shape of the adhering

membranes, with the constraint that the volume of solvent

inside the vesicle remains constant, one finds that the tension

difference induced by the area increase of the deformation is

small compared to the overall tension in the membrane.

Therefore, both vesicles would form approximately the

same angles with the planar bilayer at a given A. As a

result the contact area of the 28-nm vesicle is larger by

a factor (Rl/Rs)
2 ¼ 4, covering ~20% of the planar bilayer,

whereas the 14-nm vesicle can cover only ~5%. As the adhe-

sion energy is proportional to the adhesion area, the energy

reduction for the small vesicle is not sufficient to achieve

this at most tensions and the hemifused intermediate is

formed, unless the vesicle is practically tension-free. Then,

however, the tension is no longer high enough to rupture

the hemifused patch and form the fusion pore. As a conse-

quence, unsuccessful fusion attempts of this smaller vesicle

size are usually trapped in the hemifused state, whereas

larger vesicles at the same tension often remain in the

adhered state.

FIGURE 9 A 14-nm vesicle and part of a 50-nm planar bilayer at

A ¼ 1:45, which have formed an extended hemifused contact. Only the

central part of the simulation box is shown. A small pore, indicated by the

arrow, has formed at the junction of the three bilayers. Such pores allow

the pressure of the enclosed water to be reduced and fast lipid flip-flops

between the inner and outer monolayers to occur.
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Fusion statistics and energy barriers

Fusion time distribution

The tension determines not only the success rates, but also

the timescale of fusion. Each successful fusion event has

a corresponding fusion time, tfu, defined as the time elapsed

from first contact between the vesicle and the planar

membrane patch until the formation of the fusion pore has

been completed. The distribution of these fusion times

depends on the membrane tension, as already described in

Grafmüller et al. (15). Each fusion time distribution, corre-

sponding to a certain A, can be characterized by the average

value htfui and the width Dtfuh
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hðtfu � htfuiaÞ

2i
q

. Both the

average fusion times obtained from the fusion time distribu-

tions of the simulations, htfuia and the width of the distribu-

tions are shown as functions of the molecular area A in

Fig. 10. Inspection of this figure shows that both quantities

appear to grow exponentially with decreasing A. It becomes,

therefore, increasingly difficult to determine the timescale of

fusion from computer simulations as the tensionless state is

approached. To obtain an accurate estimate, not only do

the longer average fusion times themselves have to be acces-

sible to the simulations, but they also have to sample the

increasingly broad distribution.

The different outcomes and overlapping time distributions

observed in these simulations demonstrate clearly that the

results of individual trajectories should not be overinter-

preted. To obtain reliable results, or quantitative relations,

such as the tension dependence of the fusion times, it is

necessary to perform a large number of runs.

Because these distributions only include successful fusion

events and disregard final states of adhering or hemifused

vesicles, which might still go on to fuse after longer waiting

times, the average values obtained from these distributions

represent lower bounds for the average fusion times. An

upper bound can also be obtained from a second estimate

FIGURE 10 The average fusion times htfuia (solid diamonds) and htfuib
(open diamonds) as functions of the area per molecule A displayed together

with the widths Dtfu of the fusion time distributions (crosses) (a) for the

14-nm and (b) for the 28-nm vesicle. The two averages htfuia and htfuib repre-

sent a lower and upper bound for the average fusion time htfui. Both htfuia
and Dtfu seem to decrease exponentially with A.
that averages over the fusion rates 1
tfu

and includes the

adhering and hemifused final states as 1
tfu
¼ 0. The resulting

upper bound of the average fusion time, htfuib ¼ 1
h1=tfui, is

also presented in Fig. 10. At high bilayer tensions, the data

points for htfuib more or less coincide with those for htfuia,
but at low tensions, htfuib deviates from htfuia toward longer

fusion times, and diverges when no successful fusion events

are observed. The true dependence of the average fusion time

htfui on the molecular area A lies between the two data sets

for htfuia and htfuib.

Overall energy barrier

The tension-dependent fusion times indicate a tension-

dependent energy barrier for fusion. In an attempt to identify

states that may constitute such a barrier, the fusion process

has been decomposed into three subprocesses:

1. Subprocess a starts with the first contact between the two

membranes and represents the adhesion and spreading of

the vesicle onto the planar bilayer up to the time when the

first interbilayer flip of a lipid tail has taken place. The

duration of this process defines the first flipping time ta.

2. Subprocess b consists of the intermixing and partial fusion

of the two bilayers, starting from the first interbilayer flip

until the nucleation of the hemifused patch. As above,

the duration of process b defines the reordering time tb.

3. Subprocess g corresponds to the rupture of the hemifused

patch, which leads to the opening of the fusion pore and

defines the rupture time tg.

By definition, the total fusion time is given by the sum tfu ¼
ta þ tb þ tg. The average duration of the subprocesses a and

b, htai and htbi, are displayed together with htfuia as a func-

tion of the molecular area in Fig. 11. Clearly, both timescales

decay exponentially with increasing A and thus with

increasing tension. The duration of subprocess g, on the

other hand, appears to be relatively independent of both

tension and vesicle size. The hemifused diaphragms in all

fusion events that do not involve a (meta)stable hemifused

state rupture within a time interval of 150–300 ns.

An improved fit of the average fusion time htfuia thus

consists of two superimposed exponentials plus a constant

for the rupture time (as also shown in Fig. 11). While at

high tensions it agrees with an exponential fit to the fusion

time, at low tensions it deviates toward longer times and

coincides with htbi.
The time dependence of the flipping and the reordering

process implies that the corresponding energy barriers

governing the flipping rate and the nucleation of the hemi-

fused diaphragm should depend linearly on the membrane

tension as DEa ¼ DEa;0 � AaS and DEb ¼ DEb;0 � AbS.

Here DEa;0 and DEb;0 are the respective barriers for

a tension-free membrane and Aa and Ab are characteristic

areas. The tension dependence of the corresponding time-

scales is described by htai ¼ tsc exp½DEa;0 � AaS� and

htbi ¼ tsc exp½DEb;0 � AbS� for process a and b,
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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respectively. The exponential fits to the simulation data lead

to values of the characteristic areas Aax0:19 and Abx0:69

for the 14-nm and Aax0:17 and Abx1:12 for the 28-nm

vesicle. Numerical values for the energy barriers DEa;0 and

DEb;0 will be discussed in the next subsections. The depen-

dence of the flipping time on the tension is much weaker than

that of the reordering time. Consequently, as tension is

lowered, the fusion time is more and more dominated by

the reordering time.

These simulations show that the fusion process has at least

three subprocesses with corresponding energy barriers, two

of which depend on the membrane tension. To find the

magnitude of these energy barriers for relaxed membranes,

the exponential fits of Fig. 11 can be extrapolated to zero

tension. However, to find the values of DEa and DEb, knowl-

edge of the preexponential scaling factor, tsc, is also required.

The flipping subprocess

Subprocess a is the process of interbilayer flips of single

lipid tails. This local process, which changes the conforma-

tion of a single lipid relative to its surroundings, is accessible

to direct simulation. The energy barrier DEa for this process

is provided by the (partially) hydrated polar headgroups of

the proximal monolayers. It is intuitively clear that this

barrier should decrease with increasing tension S, as the

tension causes the headgroups in the planar membrane to

move further apart and thus makes it easier for the hydro-

phobic chains to cross from one bilayer to the other.

To measure this energy barrier, simulations enforcing

such interbilayer flips have been performed. In two adhering

membranes, a single lipid tail is pulled slowly from its orig-

inal position into the other bilayer, so that the lipid has one

tail in each bilayer as observed in the fusion simulations.

The average work required for this process in 20 independent

simulations was found to be hWi ¼ 9 � 2 kBT. This value

constitutes an upper bound for the energy barrier DEa;0

FIGURE 11 The average duration of the tension-dependent subprocesses

htai (red circles) and htbi (green open diamonds) displayed together with

htfuia (blue solid diamonds) as a function of the area per molecule A (a)

for the 14-nm and (b) for the 28-nm vesicle. Both htai and htbi show an

exponential dependence on A. The light blue curve represents a new fit of

the fusion time based on the sum htai þ htbi þ htgi, where htgi is the rupture

time of the hemifused diaphragm.
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and should correspond to the barrier itself for very slow

pulling.

Another estimate for the energy barrier comes from the

Jarzynski relation (55) as given by

exp

�
� DF

kBT

�
¼
�

exp

�
�W

kBT

�	
: (5)

This equality should hold irrespective of how fast the process

happens, if a sufficiently large number of trajectories is

sampled. The average value hexp½�Wa

kBT i� from the enforced

lipid flip simulations gives a barrier height of 8 kBT.

The distribution of the expended work W is relatively wide

(see Fig. S7), because both the bead in the potential and the

barrier itself fluctuate. Therefore, it is hard to draw any defi-

nite conclusion about the shape of the work distribution from

the data.

To check the consistency of our previous estimate for the

average expended work, we now use a cumulant expansion

of the quantity hexp[W/kBT]i. Truncating this expansion at

second order, we obtain the average work

hWi=kBTzln½hexp½�W=kBT�i� þ 1

2



ðW=kBT

� hW=kBTiÞ2
�
; (6)

which leads to hWi/kBT z 8.9. This estimate is rather close

to the previously mentioned value hWi/kBT ¼ 9 � 2 as

obtained by directly averaging the work, which shows that

the higher order contributions of the cumulant expansion

are small. For the very slow pulling speeds as used here,

one would expect an essentially Gaussian distribution, for

which the cumulants Cn ¼ 0 for n > 2, and the results of

the cumulant expansion agree very well with this expecta-

tion.

Finally, the decrease of the flipping times htai with

increasing tension as observed in the fusion simulations indi-

cates that the energy barrier for the flipping process is tension-

dependent. Additional simulations of enforced interbilayer

flips, in which the area per molecule A is varied systemati-

cally, reproduce this tension dependence (as shown in

Fig. 12) for two different values of the force amplitude aHC.

Energy barrier for interbilayer flips

The energy barrier for the flipping process, which is due to

hydration in real membranes, is implemented in the coarse-

grained simulations in the form of the stronger force

amplitude aHC between head (H) and tail (C) beads. There-

fore, for a given lipid architecture and parameter set, the

height of the barrier can be expected to be determined by

the value of the aHC.

A series of simulations of enforced interbilayer flips with

different values of the aHC parameter in the range aHC ¼ 35

to aHC ¼ 50 confirms that expectation. Fig. 13 shows both
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the expectation value hWi (blue) and the energy barriers re-

sulting from the Jarzynski relation (red) determined in these

simulations as a function of aHC. The bars on the Jarzynski

points indicate the addition of the second cumulant and

show that the higher orders are small for all points. The plots

clearly show that the height of the energy barrier increases

with increasing strength of aHC.

Since the flipping barrier depends on aHC, its magnitude

can be tuned in such a way that the energy barrier is

consistent with available reference data. A possible exper-

imental estimate of the barrier height can be deduced from

the hydration energy of the hydrocarbon chains, which can

be estimated from the critical micelle concentration. The

hydration energy of DMPC is ~23.4 kBT, thus the hydra-

tion energy for only one of the hydrocarbon tails, roughly

half of this estimate, should be ~10 kBT. Pulling on two

tails simultaneously in the simulations confirms that this

costs approximately twice as much energy as to flip a single

one.

Potential of mean force calculations in atomistic MD (56)

and experimental studies (57,58) of the partitioning of

hexane, i.e., parts of lipid tails with six carbon atoms,

between water and the hydrophobic interior of DOPC

bilayers also estimate the transfer energy to be of ~10 kBT.

In many fusion experiments the membranes are strongly

dehydrated (see, e.g., (59,60)) and this barrier for interbilayer

flips might be even lower.

FIGURE 12 The energy barrier DEa for the interbilayer flip of a lipid tail

as a function of the area per molecule A for two values of the head-tail force

amplitude aHC, aHC¼ 50 (blue diamonds), and aHC¼ 35 (red circles). Each

point is the average of 20 independent enforced interbilayer flips and the

error bars represent mean �1 SD. In the fusion simulations, the parameter

value aHC ¼ 35 has been used. The area A0 ¼ 1:25 corresponds to the

tensionless membrane.
Fusion simulations using the old DPD parameter set ((9),

and see Table 1 (a)) gave different results both for the

pathway and statistics:

1. Fusion starts not at the contact line, but somewhere within

the contact area.

2. Successful fusion events occur very fast, usually within

300 ns and no tension dependence of the fusion time

distributions could be deduced.

3. The success rates are comparatively low, with hemifusion

as the most likely result over a large range of tensions.

Simulations of enforced interbilayer flips show that there

is no appreciable barrier for interbilayer flips for the old

DPD parameter set (data not shown). The adhered state is

unstable and membranes start to intermix upon contact.

Furthermore, the membranes are very stable against pore

formation and can be stretched by 60% before rupture.

Comparison of the two parameter sets shows that the aHC

parameter of the old set is much higher than that of the new

set used here, which leads to the conclusion that it is not the

aHC parameter alone, but rather the ratio aHC/aCC, that deter-

mines the flipping barrier. For the old and new parameter set,

this ratio is aHC/aCC ¼ 2 and aHC/aCC ¼ 3.5, respectively. In

the absence of this barrier, lipids can intermix freely, so that

the kink at the contact line that serves to lower the flipping

energy has no influence on the initiation of fusion. Hemifu-

sion can form rapidly and relax the tension. Fusion then only

FIGURE 13 (Diamonds) The average energy barrier height plotted

against the strength of the head-tail force amplitude aHC. Each point is deter-

mined from 20 independent enforced interbilayer flips. The error bars

represent mean �1 SD. (Circles) The energy determined by the Jarzynski

relation 5. The end of the upward bar indicates the average expended

work up to second order of the cumulant expansion. The average barrier

height clearly increases with larger values of aHC. Therefore, the latter

parameter can be used to fine-tune the energy barrier for interbilayer flips.
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
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succeeds for very high tensions or when it is rapid enough to

proceed before hemifusion has completely relaxed the

membrane tension. Combined with the great stability against

pore formation, this serves to stabilize the hemifused state.

If the aHC parameter of the old parameter set is raised by

only five, i.e., aHC ¼ 55 with all other parameters unchanged

as in Table 1(b), the fusion pathway no longer proceeds

without a barrier. Fusion starts at the contact line as observed

in the simulations here and the fusion time increases from

250 to 600 ns. To determine the tension dependence, more

simulations at different tensions would be required.

The parameter set used by Gao et al. (28) to study the fusion of

two vesicles represents much stiffer bilayers where the tail

chains tend to align and stick together. This makes splayed lipid

conformations much more unlikely and thus leads to different

fusion mechanisms in which the tail chains remain more aligned.

Additional energy barriers

Since the energy barrier for one of the processes of fusion

could be measured in independent simulations, the scale

factor tsc has become accessible. From the waiting time

htai at S ¼ 0 and the estimate of DEa;0 x 8 kBT obtained

from the enforced interbilayer flips, the prefactor is found

to be tsc ¼ 0.12 ns and tsc ¼ 0.16 ns for the 28-nm and

14-nm vesicle, respectively.

Using these values, we can now estimate the energy

barriers for subprocess b corresponding to the nucleation

of the hemifused patch, and for subprocess g describing

the rupture of this patch. The energy barrier for subprocess

b is found to be DEb;0 ¼ 11.1 � 2 kBT and DEb;0 ¼
14.4� 2 kBT for the 14-nm and 28-nm vesicles, respectively,

and the barrier for subprocess g is estimated as 8 kBT.

At low tensions the total fusion time tfu is dominated by

the reordering time, htbi (see Fig. 11), so that the energy

barrier for fusion at low membrane tensions will also be

dominated by the barrier DEb for the reordering process.

Thus the simulation statistics presented here suggest that

the main energy barrier for fusion of tensionless bilayers is

size-dependent and of ~11 kBT and 14 kBT for fusion of

the 14-nm and 28-nm vesicles, respectively.

Dependence of fusion times on vesicle radius

Similar to the success rates, there is a difference between the

statistics for the two vesicle sizes. A comparison of the two

graphics shows that the fusion times for the 30-nm vesicle

are much longer than those for the 14-nm vesicle. This

size dependence originates from the reordering process.

The characteristic area Ab for the 28 nm vesicle is almost

a factor of two larger than that for the 14-nm vesicle, while

the flipping time htai and the rupture time htgi appear to be

independent of vesicle size.

We now want to argue that the different fusion behavior of

the two vesicle sizes is again related to the ratio Rve/Ljj of the

vesicle radius to the size of the planar membrane, or more
Biophysical Journal 96(7) 2658–2675
precisely to the area difference, NðA� A0Þ, i.e., the differ-

ence between the actual area of the stretched membrane

and that of a relaxed membrane with the same number of

lipids.

Similar to the analysis by Tolpekina et al. (35), one would

have to add NðA� A0Þ=A lipid molecules to relax the tension

of the planar membrane. In our system, these lipids can be

added via interbilayer flips from the vesicle, and the subse-

quent formation of a hemifused patch.

If the area difference NðA� A0Þ is large compared to the

vesicle area, the number of lipids required to reduce the

tension in the planar bilayer represents a considerable part

of the vesicle membrane and will perturb the vesicle

strongly. For a larger vesicle, this number represents

a much smaller fraction of the vesicle’s lipids and thus

requires a much smaller perturbation of the membrane.

This dependence indicates that the fusion probability and

time presumably depend on the ratio Rve/Ljj.
To explicitly confirm this conclusion, additional simula-

tions of a small vesicle with diameter 14 nm in a smaller simu-

lation box with base length Ljj ¼ 36 nm have been performed.

For this system, the ratio Rve/Ljj is the same as for the system

with the 28-nm vesicle. The corresponding data for the two

systems are displayed in Fig. S8. By comparing these data

with those of Fig. 11, we conclude that the different fusion

times observed for the two vesicle sizes are primarily deter-

mined by the ratio Rve/Ljj rather than the vesicle size Rve alone.

The difference that can be seen in Fig. S8 between the data for

(Ljj, Rve) ¼ (37,21) and (Ljj, Rve) ¼ (72,41) is likely to stem

from finite size effects.

Tension-dependence of fusion probability

In the previous subsections, we have focused on the success-

ful fusion events and analyzed the corresponding fusion

times. These times decrease exponentially with increasing

membrane tension (see Figs. 10 and 11). Extrapolation to

small tensions then leads to the quoted energy barriers for

tensionless membranes. It is important to note, however,

that these barriers apply only to the fusion pathway and do

not take any other pathway into account as observed during

the unsuccessful fusion attempts. As mentioned before, these

alternative pathways consist primarily of rupture at large

membrane tensions and of adhesion and hemifusion at small

tensions.

The fraction of successful fusion events, which defines the

fusion probability, is shown in Fig. 14 as a function of the

molecular area A, which is directly related to the tension

S. Inspection of this figure shows that the fusion probability

exhibits a maximum at intermediate tension values and there

has a value close to one. For larger tensions, the fusion prob-

ability decreases because of rupture; for smaller tensions, it

also decreases because of adhesion and hemifusion. Linear

extrapolation of the simulation data to smaller values of

the molecular area A suggests that the fusion probability
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FIGURE 14 Fusion probability as a function of molec-

ular area A for (a) the 14-nm and (b) the 28-nm vesicles.

In both cases, the fusion probability, which represents the

fraction of fusion attempts that lead to fusion within

20 ms, exhibits a maximum at Amax with 1.45 < Amax <

1.5 in panel a and Amax x 1.5 in panel b corresponding

to the tensions S x 3.36 and S x 4.25, respectively. At

higher tensions, fusion becomes less likely because of

membrane rupture; at lower tensions, fusion is more and

more replaced by adhesion or hemifusion. A linear extrap-

olation of the data to smaller values of A indicates a molec-

ular area threshold for fusion at Ath ¼ 1.29 for the 14-nm

and Ath ¼ 1.36 for the 28-nm vesicle. This corresponds

to a tension threshold Sth x 0.56 for the 14-nm vesicle

and Sth x 1.79 for the 28-nm vesicle.
may vanish before the membrane reaches its tensionless

state. Indeed, no spontaneous fusion events of the smaller

vesicle are observed for runs up to 20 ms, i.e., twice as

long as predicted from the extrapolation in Fig. 11.

Thus one may speculate that the system exhibits

a threshold value, ðAth � A0Þ, for the membrane stretch,

which also implies a threshold tension Sth: for A < Ath, or

S < Sth, the unfused state is the globally stable one. Such

a threshold is not implausible: If a relaxed bilayer takes up

lipids from the vesicle or forms a hemifused patch, it does

not lower its energy, but rather has to be compressed.

CONCLUSIONS

From a detailed study of the effects of individual simulation

parameters on the properties of simulated bilayers, it was

possible to construct a coarse-grained membrane with

more realistic properties. In particular, the improved stretch-

ing behavior and the introduction of an energy barrier against

interbilayer flips between bilayers have led to a different

fusion pathway, and a realistic dependence of the fusion

time on the membrane tension.

A large number of fusion simulations show a common

fusion pathway, which involves much more disordered and

less symmetric intermediate states than is typically assumed.

In this process, lipids in a splayed tail conformation, with one

tail inserted in each membrane, play an important role during

the onset of fusion.

The timescales of the fusion events suggest that the fusion

process consists of at least three consecutive subprocesses: In-

terbilayer flips of lipid tails; nucleation of a small hemifused

area; and pore formation. The first two of the timescales of

the simulated membranes depend exponentially on the

tension, revealing two tension-dependent energy barriers.

Using simulations that enforce interbilayer flips of individual

lipid tails and utilizing two different methods, one of which

makes use of the Jarzynski relation, the energy scale for these

barriers could be determined. Furthermore, the simulation

parameter aHC was shown to be closely related to the energy

scale of the interbilayer flips (see Fig. 13) and can be used to

tune this energy barrier to a desired size.
These simulations reveal that the conformations of indi-

vidual molecules play a crucial role in membrane processes

on such small scales and cannot easily be neglected. Further-

more the study demonstrates that the fusion process has

a stochastic character reflecting the thermal fluctuations of

the lipid and water molecules. Therefore, to obtain reliable

data on the average fusion times and other observable quan-

tities, it is necessary to study a large number of fusion events.

Indeed, both the average fusion time and the width of the

fusion time distribution grow exponentially as one lowers

the membrane tension, see Fig. 10. Because of the large

width of the distributions, a single trajectory does not suffice

to reveal the dependence of the average behavior.

For further studies of this kind it would be highly desirable

to obtain experimental data on intermembrane flips and the

corresponding energy barrier. It will then be useful to extend

these simulations to more complex systems containing

mixtures of lipids with realistic properties and including

possible effects of proteins or other fusogens.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Eight figures and four data files are available at http://www.biophysj.org/

biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(09)00407-X.
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